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The raison d’être of this article is to delve in time to explore how the role of the 

Maltese Notary developed during a millennium where written evidence ironically was 

scarce and whatever records exist are through the notarial acts themselves, which give a 

hint of how not only notaries but also society in general operated. However, to understand 

how such an office developed into one of such  esteem that notaries were titled ‘Manifk’, 

it is important that one delves backwards in order to move forward. This will enable a better 

understanding of how development and progression could commence. 

 

Although this article will deal at certain instances with a narrative on historical 

legislation, it will also give an in depth insight on the various roles and problems notaries 

faced throughout the Medieval era in Malta. These troublesome times where characterized 

by several social and political upheavals. But why is historical legislation important? What 

is it needed for? For starters the concept of history of legislation is an expression of the 

rules and laws that make up governments and of those acts with defined guidelines, which 

scope is to regulate human relations in society.1 

 

The law as described by Doveri ‘e una regola generale, obbligatoria, dipendente 

dale relazioni degli esseri fra loro.’,2 Consequently the history of legislation is the 

narration based on progress of the law.3  After Leibnitz, the history of legislation was 

divided into two parts:-external and internal history. External history can be defined as the 

the treatment of the process and progress of legislation in general, describing namely: 

a) ‘Gli avvenimenti politici che hanno avuto influenza sulla legislazione 

b) L’origine e le vicende delle fonti del diritto, cioe delle leggi e delle 

consuetudini; 

c) Le sorti della scienza del diritto, vale a dire, narra quali sono stati I 

piu celebri giure consulti nelle diverse epoche, in quali scuole si sono divisi, 

quali sono state le opereloro, e che effetto queste hanno avuto sulla 

legislazione'.4 

 
1A Lawyer’s History of Malta <http://www.maltahistory.info/index.php/history-of-

legislation/introduction>accessed on 20 July 2016. 
2 ‘it is a law, which is general, obligatory and dependent upon the relationships between human beings’; 

Alessandro Doveri, Istituzioni di Diritto Romano (Successori le Monnier 1866) vol 1, 1. 
3ibid. 32. 
4ibid. Translation: The political events that have had an influence on legislation b) The origin and the history 

of sources of law, that the laws and customs; c) The fate of the science of law, namely, narrates what were 

http://www.maltahistory.info/index.php/history-of-legislation/introduction
http://www.maltahistory.info/index.php/history-of-legislation/introduction
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Internal History, also known as Antichita del Diritto, is the special history on the principles 

of the law itself.5 

 

The Italian jurist Pepere divides the history of the law into two categories: Pragmatic and 

Philosophical: Per le qualicose, gli studi della storia del Diritto hanno aperto la  mente 

alla trattazione filosofica della storia dell’umanita, e come la forma dello sviluppo di 

quella e essenzialmente filosofica, cosi tal forma esplicativa della storia, e propriamente 

della guridica, ha generato la filosofia della storia.6 

 

The office of the Notary Public always went hand in hand with the needs of society. 

Through their work, they reflected the cultural and social situation. One can say that the 

notarial office progressed or digressed, according to the milestones and setbacks that the 

notary endured over the centuries. In fact, at one point in time following the collapse of the 

Roman Empire the profession was driven to the point of extinction. Ultimately the notaries 

work mirrors society’s requirements, and in time formed the three basic pillars,  that are 

the cornerstone of our profession by increasing certainty, enforcing our impartiality and 

maintaining independence.  

 

 

The Muslim Occupation 

 

This article will delve into the complex social and political situations that the 

notarial office developed during Malta's medieval millennium period starting from the 

Arab conquest. Nevertheless, before embarking on the Maltese scenario, it is necessary to 

analyse what was going on in other Muslim occupied regions close to Malta, especially in 

Spain. Indeed, these were conquered and subjugated under Muslim rule long before Malta 

was.  

 

Experts in Islamic law and jurisprudence where known as Faqihs; but in time these 

acquired a broader meaning and their role incorporated many positions namely a qadi 

(judge), mufti (expert who issues fatwas), imam (leader of prayers), khatib (preacher) and 

last but not least the muwaththiq (notary).7 Sometimes these positions rotated as necessity 

dictated. There were many Muslim scholars’ faqihs, who rotated their positions between a 

notary or an imam depending on the circumstances, travelling the lands teaching and 

 
the most famous jurists in different eras, in which schools were divided, what were their works, and what 

effect they have had on the legislation ' 
5ibid. 
6  Francesco Pepere, Storia del Diritto (Giuseppe Marghieri 1871) 47. Translation: For such things, studies 

of the history of law have opened minds to the philosophical discussion of the history of mankind, and as to 

how the development of that form is essentially philosophical, in this way such explanatory form of history, 

and to be more precise the juridical one, generated the philosophy of history. 
7Also known as ‘sahib al-watha’iq’ or ‘katib’. 
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preaching in local mosques.8 Indeed, most of the religious leaders whilst upholding the 

sunna and shari’a law occupied the offices of notary, imam, khatib and arbitrator.9 

 

As regards the salary of these faqih notaries, notarized documents did not come 

cheap, which can be explained why this office was a revered one and families invested in 

having a member of the family as a faqih. Payment to the notary was in proportion to the 

number of hours of work done by the notary and how complex the work entailed was. In a 

marriage contract where a dispute arose between two brothers and their sister over her 

sadaq, the notary was paid two Valencian reales for the arbitration and judgment, a fee 

that the two parties had to disburse fifty-fifty which was a frequent practice.10 

 

The setting of fees was not set in stone and there does not seem to exist any 

systematic rule, but it might have derived from the faqih themselves, the crown or local 

lords. A certain indication of their fees was provided by the archives in Valencia where it 

was found that divorces, waqf bequests, and sales transactions between Muslims were 

cheaper than say marriage documents which commanded a higher fee.11 

 

In time the ‘write it down’ notarial culture developed. The notarial office grew in 

prestige not only because of the salary the office commanded but because the notary was 

at the centre of the legal activity. This is shown by the fact that certain important contracts 

such as marriage contracts, business transactions, and right-of-attorney were all under the 

notarial sphere.  

 

Through certain famous notaries from that time, such as the faqih Musa, one can gleam at 

how these notaries operated. Musa was assigned to the tutelage of Ibn Rabi and part of his 

work was translating a well-known notarial formulary used at that time the watha’iq which 

was formed by the Andalusian scholar Ibn Mughrit.12 This formulary provides an idea on 

how notaries drafted legal documents and the requirements needed therein. Indeed, certain 

sundry notes pertaining to standard Islamic procedures for notaries included the 

requirements where a Muslim would not be allowed to be a witness. ‘Abdallah al-ibir’s 

testimony was deemed invalid because he violated the stated stipulations and ‘Ibrahim al-

Qalb’ includes the five legal premises for disqualification of a witness.13 Another contract 

shows how parties where listed in a contract, a woman of a certain position was listed on a 

contract of exchange as ‘la Maestra, morahabitante in Calatayud’ (the Mistress Moor 

 
8Kathryn A. Miller, Guardians of Islam, Religious Authority and Muslim Communities of Late Medieval 

Spain (Columbia University Press 2008) 61. 
9ibid. 68. 
10,according to Garcìa Marco in Las Comunidades Mudejares. For the difference between dower, which is a 

gift from the husband or his family to the wife, and dowry, which isa gift from the wife’s family to the couple 

of the husbandvideDiane Owen Hughes, ‘From Brideprice to Dowry in Mediterranean Europe’ (1978) 

3Journal of Family History 262. 
11Arv real 630, fol. 206 r. (7 October 1422): ‘resposta feta per lo alcadi de la moreria de xativa a consultoria 

del procurador del duch de gandial’any m cccc xxii 10 de juliol. Aquests son les drets per los quals lo alcadi 

de la moreria de la cuitat de xativa ha de salari les quantitasseguents’. 
12 An ‘Ibrahim ibn rabi’,rendered in romance as ‘ybrahemabenrrabi’, appears as well as a ‘faqih’ in a 

document dated to 1490 and edited by Garcìa Marco in his ‘Las Comunidades Mudejares’ in page 273. 
13Miller (n 8) 102. 
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dwelling in Calatayud). Her presence was so notable that ironically the notary referred to 

her husband as follows ‘Muça de Grisen, the Moor married to the Maestra.’14 

 

The language used in these contracts was usually the ‘Aljamiado’ which were 

manuscripts that used the Arabic language for transcribing European languages especially 

Spanish. In time the cultures of conqueror and the conquered adopted this system as a 

Bridgeway to Arabic.15 However, there are references of contracts still using Arabic as 

evidenced during the year 1507, in Calatayud, by a contract between two Mudejars 

regarding instructing pupils on the industry of porcelain, which was drawn up in Arabic.16 

 

Eventually, Spain underwent what was later known as the Reconquista where 

slowly but surely Christians retook possession of Muslim territory. Nevertheless the 

presence of the faqih was not left on the wayside, undeniably certain heavy investment 

trades between Christians and Muslims relied on the presence of the notary.17 Under the 

Crown of Aragon,18 faqihs still operated their notarial services by providing legal advice 

to Christian court officials, translations for Christian officials and the drawing up of 

contracts.19 Aragonese faqihs kept their traditions of ‘writing it down’ however with the 

rise of Inquisitions their works were not proof of their contents but proof under courts of 

law for persecution and straight to the gallows for the faqih notary.20 The existence of the 

faqih notary continued well into the sixteenth century where pockets of Islamic learning 

could still be found in the Ebro valley. Students learnt in secret and surprise raiding parties 

where launched catching them red handed – in one scenario a whole classroom.21 The 

faqihs were actually proud of their stance and boasted the students who were arrested and 

sent to the galleys.22 Even though the faqih notary gave way to the waves of time, their 

work clearly shows similar patterns of how modern day notaries operate. Although back 

 
14Francisco Javier García Marco,  Las ComunidadesMudéjares de la Comarca de Calatayuden el Siglo XV: 

Orígenes, CondicionesSocioeconómicas y Marcos Políticos de suPermanencia (Institución Fernando el 

Católico 1993)  196,Marien de Marquan,note 301 andÁnchel Conte Cazcarro, La Aljama de Moros de 

Barbastro (1st edn., Instituto de Estudios Altoaragoneses 1992)  299-304. 
15Miller (n 8) 113. 
16Wilhelm Hoenerbach, Spanisch-Islamische Urkundenaus der Zeit der Nasriden und Moriscos (Sebstverlag 

das Orientalischen Seminars der Universität Bonn1965) 327-328. 
17Miller (n 8) 98. 
18 From the mid-fourteenth century onward, the Crown preferred to oversee and regulate the office of the 

‘mudejar’ notary by appointing scribes. The king appointed an official notary, who was almost a Muslim. 

Burns in ‘Jews in the Notarial Culture’ pages 35 and 36 points out that when a Christian or jewish notary 

was appointed by the crown this was not,in contrast with the conclusion of Boswell in‘The Royal Treasure’, 

pp 92-95 and 457-445 an anomaly but reflected in one of three occasions: ‘a Christian or jewish scribe 

licensed for non-aljama and especially commercial contracts, the translator-scribe for crown tax or other 

extra-aljama transference ‘enchrestianesch’or the reward or sale of an office to an unqualified holder of the 

revenues who then subleased to a Muslim’. 
19Miller (n 8) 96. 
20Monterin ‘Frontiers of Heresy’, whose study of AragoneseMuslims during the inquisition highlights the 

exceptional resistance of these Moriscos to persecution, points out that the notaries and judges attracted 

special attention based on their reputation and expertise in Islamic law. Inquisition officials did not naively 

assume that centuries of Mudejar legal culture could be eradicated easily. 
21ibid. 216-217. 
22Miller (n 8) 192. 
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then the system functioned according to society’s need, certain foundations where already 

in place. Since wherever Muslims conquered and dwelt they carried their laws with them, 

it would not be surprising if in Malta a similar scenario could be found.  

 

For the scope of our argument however one must become familiar with certain 

terms used. A lot of words were mentioned, Arab, Muslim, etc... but the true term relative 

to our Maltese situation in discussion is Saracen: Bishop Burchard of Strasbourg in 1175 

writes that Malta was exclusively inhabited by Saracens. However the term Saracen does 

not mean Muslim, in truth it incorporated oriental Arabs especially Syrian people. The term 

Saracen was used in Sicily for both Jews and Christians. Moreover, in Classical Arabic, 

the term Semite families is Usar al xam, which when pronounced it sounds as 

‘saraxemi’.’23 

 

The Arab descendants of Ibraim Ibn Aglab conquered most of Sicily by the 

year 870 A.D. when on 29 August 870 they annexed our island under their 

empire. The fact is narrated by the Arab historian Ibn-al-Atir:Ucciso Hafagah, 

I musulmani preposcro il suo figliuolo Mohammedl il quale fu confermato in 

uffizio da Mohammed Ibn Ahmad ibn-al Aglabprincipe di Al Qayrawan. Il 

nuovo emiro l'anno dugento cinquastasei mando' un esercito a Malta, alla 

quale i Rum avenano posto l'assedio.24 

 

This murky period in our history provides scraps of evidence, which prima facie 

totally contradict each other. On one hand, we have the scholar Al Himyari using as a 

source the historian Al-Bakri where he describes the conquest of Malta as being so total 

that it remained uninhabited for decades. Indeed, such a ruin it was only fit for the 

occasional fishermen and some timber. The information of Al Himyari's account gives the 

impression that there was a proper and severe ethnic break and no assimilation of cultures 

as usually happens between victor and captor.25 Wettinger however doubts that Malta was 

left a barren wasteland for two whole centuries. Certain evidence has surfaced from certain 

household goods such as ceramics dating from the later 10th and 11th centuries that dispute 

this.26 

 

Moreover, a document by Ben Ghadhary Al Marrakeshi (ابنعذاريالمراكشي) found 

by Frans X. Cassar, who also translated it, describes the following: 

  

 
23Simon Mercieca, ‘Christian in Arab Malta’, The Malta Independent Online (Malta, 7 June 2015) 

<www.independent.com.mt/articles/2015-06-07/blogs-opinions/Christians-in-Arab-Malta-6736136834> 

accessed on. 
24Michele Amari,BibliotecaArabo-Sicula e XXXV (E. Loescher 1880).  99. Translation:  Killed Hafagah, 

Muslims proposedtheir son Mohammedl which was confirmed on office by Mohammed ibn Ahmad ibn-al 

Aglab Prince Al Qayrawan. The new Emir (leader) of the year two hundred fiftysix sent an army to Malta, 

to which the Rum had laid siege. 
25Maltese History and Heritage <https://vassallohistory.wordpress.com/>last accessed 19 June 2016. 
26Alessandra Molinari and Nathaniel Cutajar, ‘Of Greeks and Arabs and of Feudal Knights: A Preliminary 

Archaeological Exposure of Malta’s Perplexing Middle Ages’ (1999) 3  Malta Archaeological Review 9-20. 

http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2015-06-07/blogs-opinions/Christians-in-Arab-Malta-6736136834
https://vassallohistory.wordpress.com/
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In the year 431 [AD 1039] the armies of Malta entered 

the island of Djerba conquered it and killed most of its 

inhabitants. 

جزيرة  مالطة ، دخلت جيوش431وفي سنة 

 جربة، ففتحها وقتلت كثيرا من أهلها.

  

To manage such a feat would clearly put in jeapordy al-Himyaris treatise that Malta was 

uninhabited. Demographically, Malta would not have the number and resources to muster 

such an army. Moreover, this text is more dependable since Ben Ghadhary's account 

predates al-Himyaris.27 Wettinger speculates that Malta was surrounded by Arabic-

speaking Muslims which eventually did the joint effort to rebuild Mdina circa 1050.28 

 

Moving on from the socio-political sphere and entering the legal one, the 

administration of the Maltese islands rested upon the shoulders of an emir, who most 

probably depended on the one in Sicily. His office was nominated or at least confirmed by 

the prince. He had all the sovereign authority, except that concerning the decisive 

interpretation of the dogmas, which pertained to the Caliph. The power of the emir of our 

province related to: 

• Commanding the army: assigning the soldiers to the appropriate places and 

establishing the soldiers’ salary, if it has not been already established by the caliph; 

• Guaranteeing the administration of justice and electing the Cadi and Hakem, 

magistrates similar to the Cadi in the minor localities; 

• Collecting all the public revenues, pay the public officers and electing the 

administrators; 

• Defending religion and society; 

• Carry out the punishment for some misdeeds; 

• Presiding over the public prayers in person or through delegates; 

• Direct and assist the pilgrims of Mecca; 

• And if the province is to be located on the border, declare war on the nearby infidels, 

distribute the booty among the soldiers, and set aside a fifth to whom it belongs. 

 

The Muslims did not ignore the municipal corps called gemgha (assembly) made 

up of the heads of the noble families, the learned, the wealthy and the heads of the arts’ 

guilds. In ordinary times, the ‘gemgha’ was requested when there was a deficit, to provide 

for the construction or repair of the aqueducts, of the bastions, of the mosques and for the 

assistance of the poor; and in tumultuous times handle political matters.29 

 

The Christians, suffering the government and political jurisdiction of the Muslims, 

could not adopt the civil right due to religious motives. But what was the state of the 

Christians under the Muslims? Did Muslims due to unforeseen circumstances enable Malta 

to have a different set of arrangement compared to other Muslim conquered states? 

 
27Simon Mercieca and Frans. X. Cassar, ‘Christian in Arab Malta’ The Malta Independent Online (Malta, 14 

March 2016) <http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2016-03-14/education/Christians-in-Arab-Malta-4-

6736154846> accessed 3 November 2016.   
28 Godfrey Wettinger, Place-Names of the Maltese Islands ca. 1300-1800 (6thedn, Malta: Enterprises Group 

2000).  
29Michele Amari, Storia dei Musulmani di Sicilia I (R.Prampolini, 1854) vol 1. 
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Under Islamic rule, Mohammed instilled the freedom of conscience, proclaiming 

that religion should not be enforced, therefore it was a logical consequence of his fatalism 

instead of a maxim of his legislation.30  If it is true that his followers tolerated the Christian 

religion of the defeated, it is also true that this went through hard times in their provinces: 

this was so in Spain, as well as in Sicily.31  Of our island we know that the natives, during 

the Muslim occupation were obliged to live as if in a state of division and servitude in their 

own centres, and to practice their own cult in the ancient catacombs according to tradition; 

that Manas, the pious bishop of the island during the conquest, was enchained and beaten 

in prison together with Sofronio bishop of Syracuse; who up till Gualtieri, nominated after 

being recommended by Count Roger, the series of bishops of the island, which went on 

uninterrupted.32 

 

Factually, from Ibn Haldun it is known that Frederick the Swabian after driving out 

the last Muslims from the last Sicilian secluded hideouts, turned his attention to Malta from 

where he expelled those who still lived there, and therefore repealed the Muslim law and 

substituted it by his.33 Lastly, the Arabs bestowed on the conquered the privileges enjoyed 

by the conqueror as long as the conquered converted to Islam, that the lands confiscated by 

force would succumb to the vassalage, and that the freemen of whatever social and 

hierarchical status would in front of the conquerors be considered as what in Arabic would 

be the dsimma, and the individual dsimmi, that is what one would refer to as humiliated 

and subordinate.34 

 

However, despite all, the chronicles of the Arab Qazwini state that an important 

social reform was put into practice in the island of Malta around the year 1048. He states 

that the Byzantines were threatening to assault the island, upon which the Muslims 

promised emancipation to the slaves, whose number exceeded that of the freemen, as long 

as they took up arms together with them against the enemy. Apparently, the Maltese 

accepted this proposal of unity and so they stood as one with the conquerors against the 

Byzantines neutralising their threat. With the enemy defeated, the slaves united with the 

freemen in one political group, and the power of both increased so much that the Byzantines 

did not dare ravage the island again.  The political union improved the condition of the 

inhabitants, but did not cease the servitude. Less than fifty years later Count Roger the 

 
30Francesco Annibali, Il Corano (Gangemi Editore 2016) 160.  
31Of this Sicily a Papal Bull of Pope Urbanus II (1093) as reproduced by Pirro says: ‘Effera Saracenorum 

gens Siciliæinsulam ingress quoscumqueibiChristianæfideicultoresreperit, aliosgladioperemit, 

quosdamexiliodeputavit, pluresmiserabili servitude oppressit: sic ChritianaReligio per tercentumfereannos a 

Dei suiculturacessavit’. 
32Abela, ‘Malta Illustrata’ in Louis de Boisgelin (ed), Ancient and Modern Malta (G.&J. Robinson, 

Paternoster-Row, London 1804) and Ciantar, ‘Malta Illustr’ in  Louis de Boisgelin (ed),  Ancient and Modern 

Malta (G.& J. Robinson, Paternoster-Row, London 1804).Talking about Sicily, Fr. Lancia Di Brolo in Storia 

della Chiesa in Sicilia says that nearly all the Bishop Sees came to an end, even though in the main centres 

the bishops remained. But the drop in the number of the native priests is also demonstrated by the fact that 

the Normans did not see to their appointment, as they substituted the Latin bishops everywhere. 
33Amari,Biblioteca Arabo-Sicula (n 24) 199. 
34Amari, Storia dei Musulmani di Sicilia I(n 29)12. 
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Norman found here a large number of Christian slaves, to whom he gave the freedom, and 

who was welcomed by the inhabitants as the saviour of the island.35 

 

While Christians where being tolerated but dejected, its followers humiliated, the 

renunciation of the faith, would have facilitated the way to the intruding Islamic faith. One 

must add that the Muslim when faced with different civilizations and customs to those, 

which he is accustomed to, can’t follow any other law, except his due to blasphemy. Indeed, 

Islam is not just a religion but a form of government.36 Even though he respects the personal 

status as well as the faith of the non-Muslim subjects in the conquered countries, he would 

not permit that the old laws and jurisdictions subsist, and should the term be accepted, he 

would Islamise all where he is obliged to.37 

 

There is no doubt therefore that in our island as in Sicily, the Muslim laws and customs 

were enforced. The Koran, which etymologically means a book to be read (Al kouran), a 

book which excels (El ktab), and which the Muslims never doubted, because it was not 

invented by others, except God and is considered as the religious and civilian code of laws 

of the Arabs: God spoke to the prophet, sent his apostles, gave them the book and the scales, 

so that men would observe fairness.38 

 

In Islam therefore, the truth is one and only, and that is the religious truth, which in 

itself encloses all the moral and legalistic fundamental principles, while the same law, 

according to the Imam Azam, is not but the awareness of man’s rights and duties. 39 

 

There are other legal sources such as the Sunna or tradition, the rules of the first 

caliphs successors of the prophet and the teachings of the four orthodox Imams:Anifa (699-

767), who decided on his own and not according to others, Malec (712-795), all faithful to 

the traditions, Safei (767-819), the first to methodically debate the law, and Ambal (780-

855), who taught practical rigor. It should be noted that the four schools agreed on the 

fundamental principles, and they differed only on some detail of religious practice and legal 

right. 

 

The law of Malec’s school was implemented in Africa and was also the law of the 

Sicilian Muslims for which the Sicilians acquired great prominence.40  Since our island 

belonged to the Siculo-Arabic province, Malec’s law school must have been popular here 

 
35Godfrey Wettinger, ‘Malta in the High Middle Ages’ (Maltese History and Heritage, 7 December 2010) 

<https://vassallohistory.wordpress.com/malta-in-the-high-middle-ages/> last accessed 20 June 2016. 
36<http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2015/12/islam_not_just_a_religion.html>  accessed 22 June 

2016. 
37Pacha Savvas, Étude sur la Théorie du Droit Musulman (Marchal et Billard 1892) vol. 1chapter 1. 
38The Koran is divided into 114 chapters unequal in length and distinct not due to the progressive number, 

but due to the particular titles, and concluded by some verse or by the speaker or by some particular whim. 

Each chapter is divided in verses. 
39Savvas (n 37). 
40Vito La Mantia, Storia della Legislazione Civile e Criminale in Siciliasotto le Dominazioni deiRomani, 

Goti, Bizantini e Musulmani (Francesco Lao 1859)  5. 

https://vassallohistory.wordpress.com/malta-in-the-high-middle-ages/
http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2015/12/islam_not_just_a_religion.html
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too; and considering what a following the literature and the arts had amongst us cultural 

followers,41 it is right to consider that the law had a similar following. 

 

An inevitable fact weighs on the life of the Muslim, because God, master of the 

universe, determines the destinies of all, declares innocent and calls to him whoever he 

wants. There exists another life after death, where the divine judgement awaits man, and 

the virtue is eternally rewarded and vice eternally condemned; but all the prophet’s 

followers, whatever their sins for their faith and by his intercession, will be saved from 

damnation.42 

 

Nevertheless, it is pointless looking for the dogma in the Koran (IV 1). The men 

are superior to the women because of those qualities due to which God elevated the former 

over the latter (IV 38); the man who in public or in private, walking along God’s path, 

distributes part of his assets in charity, is superior to the slave, who does not possess 

anything (XVI 78), and the man who leads by fairness and proceeds with uprightness is 

superior to the deaf and dumb from birth, who is not a burden on his master (XVI 79). 

 

Man has duties towards God and towards his brethren, but he also has rights. First 

condition for the real existence of the rights and duties is the attitude of the active and 

passive subject, which attitude has two levels. The first level renders possible the virtual 

possession of the rights and duties, and begins from conception, while the second renders 

possible the effective exercise of some rights and duties, that presupposes a certain 

understanding. After the state of such attitude, the state of legal ability follows, which is 

the maturity and the control of the personality. This enables the exercise of all rights, and 

compels the fulfilment of all the rights imposed by law. 43 

 

There are many laws in the Koran, to delve in all of them would require a thesis in 

its own right, the focus will shift however to where the notary came into play namely in 

 
41Amari, Storia dei Musulmani di Sicilia I (n 29)10-11. About the influence of the Muslim domination on the 

Maltese language Vassalli said: ‘It was here that the Maltese language started to corrupt itself after mingling 

with the Arabic one, even though not entirely. The original resemblance of both languages, the result of their 

common Chaldean mother tongue, the same number of letters, the same guttural sounds and above all the 

long Arabic presence in Malta rendered our own language totally Arabic. But facts and experience show us 

that even though we Maltese conserve some Arabic inflexions and many pronunciations besides a good part 

of oriental words which aren’t Arabic, by time remained among the locals. The great dislike that existed 

between both nations is the result of the diversity in the customs, in opinions and in religion, and to a certain 

extent in an intrinsic hatred which a conquered nation always maintain with regards to its oppressors, were 

the main causes that the Maltese language back then did not become totally Arabic, and kept its original 

characteristics’ 
42Annibali (n 30).Among us, one finds a beautiful sepulchral inscription, in memory of Maimuna daughter 

of Hasan, who died in the year of the Hegira 569 (1173), which according to Vassallo’s interpretation says 

says: ‘My living misety is gone. In the hour of the resurrection the creator will call me to life. I will see my 

relatives and I will the the reward. Observe yourself: Is there anyone who has ever seen or declined death? 

There is in death the heavenly reward, where the blessed live in the shade of the delicious trees, where the 

sound of the streams is ongoing. But the wretched, who did not leave good deeds behind them in the world, 

will be condemned to suffer pain and torture, after they will be moistened with the water of the drowsiness’. 

 
43Savvas (n 37) 2. 
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succession and the continuation of the family. The mercy and the supremacy of man on top 

of the woman are the cornerstones of the Muslim right of succession. Even here the 

inheritance can be transmitted in two ways: the will and the law. 

 

The will must be drafted in the presence of two witnesses, if possible Muslims, and 

based entirely on their faith (V 105-107). Those who falsely amend a will after drafting it, 

commit a crime; but those who fear unfairness or an error on the part of the testator, adjust 

according to law the rights of the heirs will not be guilty (II 177-178). The assets of the 

deceased must be left to the father, to the mother and to the close relatives in a generous 

manner. A legacy must be bequeathed to the wife, which will sufficiently guarantee her 

survival for one year (II 176, 241). A defined share of the inheritance irrespective if this is 

significant or not must be bequeathed to the children, irrespective if male or female. The 

male’s share must be equal to the share of two females. If there weren’t any males and 

there were more than two females, these should receive two-thirds of the inheritance; if 

there is only one, she should receive half. 

 

If the deceased has left a son, the parents shall receive one sixth of the inheritance; 

if he has not left any sons, the inheritance shall be devolved to the ascendants, with the 

deceased’s mother inheriting one third; if he leaves brothers, the mother shall inherit one 

sixth, subtracting the legacies and debts. If the deceased died childless and leaves a sister, 

she will inherit half the estate. If he leaves two sisters, they will inherit two-thirds of the 

estate while if he leaves brothers and sisters, the son will inherit the share of two daughters.                                                                                  

 

Half the estate of a deceased woman who died childless belongs to her husband; if 

she had children, the share bequeathed to the husband will be one quarter. If the husband 

dies childless, one quarter of the estate shall be bequeathed to the wife; if he left children 

the share bequeathed to the wife shall be one eighth. Who becomes an heir of a distant 

relative and has a brother and a sister, must bequeath a sixth of the inheritance to each; if 

he has more brothers and sisters, they have a right to a third, always subtracting the legacies 

and debts (IV 8 and ff., 175). 

 

Regarding property, as demonstrated by Amari,44 both the Koran and the Sunnah 

acknowledged the existing property rights whether movable or immovable, to such an 

extent that they imposed a tax which was a poverty and public contribution tax divided 

according to law between three parties, that is, the treasury, the prophet’s relatives and the 

needy. Properties seized off the conquered were divided four-fifths to the soldiers, and one-

fifth to a public utility; but each Muslim, had more or less an extended right in becoming 

the owner of the part allocated to him. In those countries, which were not acquired by use 

of arms, but were acquired due to the absolute will of the inhabitants, it was the prince, 

according to the Koran who, according to his wishes, disposed of the estate of the infidels 

accordingly. In case of agreement the arrangement became law. Therefore, concludes 

Amari, the law recognised the property ownership of Muslims prior to conversion; full 

ownership pertaining to the infidels subject to the eventual harag, as vaguely referred to 

by the Arabs that what can be extracted and obtained from the farm land; property 

 
44Savvas (n 37) 1e partie in Sic III. 
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belonging to the Muslims subjected to the perpetual harag, and finally emphyteusis of 

state-owned land. 

 

Contracts, which as explained beforehand were usually done by the faqih, were considered 

as a way to transmit law. The rights are the contracts, of which God demands the most 

conscientious compliance (II 172; III 70). The main ones are the endowment, the sale, the 

location, the company, the loan, the pledge and the deposit. 

 

From Islam’s very beginning the office of the judge was considered to be of great 

importance; it was exercised by the same prophet and by the four caliphs who succeeded 

him. Wisdom, experience, irreprehensible life, informed conscience about the religious and 

moral teachings, submission to the law, and profound knowledge of the legal sources are 

all considered as part and parcel of the talents and duties of the Muslim judge. In the 

provinces, the magistrates proposed by the emir to execute the law were few. The 

jurisdiction was divided between four types of judges with no clear areas of competence. 

 

The first criminal judge was the ‘Emir’, who could apply those punishments found 

in the Koran and not others; he decided or delegated the cases which concerned the moral 

and religious laws; for others concerning the Civil Law, the victim could equally go to him 

or to the Kadi. These were to be found in the major cities while in the minor ones there was 

the Hakem – a name which in Malta was found in reference to the first magistrate. This 

was also the case under the Sicilians and under the Order of Saint John. They defended the 

unfit and the pious charities, judged the civil and criminal cases which required legal 

interpretation, or that were delegated to them by the emir. For the civil and criminal cases 

of minor importance, there was the ‘Mohtesib’, who equally exercised the executive 

jurisdiction in civil and criminal cases which one can call correctional. He was responsible 

at the same time for the urban and ecclesiastical police; he watched the markets, the weights 

and measures, the exercise of the guilds and commerce, so that there would be no harm to 

the citizens.45 

 

There was only one level of judgement, and there was always one judge, who 

decided the case assisted by a Mufti, which as explained beforehand was another term used 

to describe the faqih – a broad term that includes the notary.46 Besides the talents of the 

judge, the Mufti additionally had to have an excellent command of the Arab language, 

which is the language of the tribunals, a perfect knowledge of the law, of the historical 

sources, of the amendments effected through legislation and the reasons for such 

amendments.  

 

Such were the conditions that a Muslim Maltese notary operated during those times. It 

reflected the traditions of their neighbouring conquered states such as Sicily and Spain, and 

indeed, like in Spain, whose Muslim notaries persisted for a time even after the 

Reconquista our Muslim counter parts still operated under Norman rule for a very small 

 
45Amari  Op. cit., III, 1. 
46Miller(n 8) 16. 
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time. Nevertheless, the Maltese notary was in for the greatest upheaval in their notarial 

history.  

  


